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Lectrosonics compacts
for hockey doc

Quebec-based production company
ShootFilms is in postproduction on a
documentary that looks at secondary
hockey teams and leagues in Canada and
its amateur players and follows them as
they pursue their favourite sport. Both on
and off the ice, the audio for this release
was captured using Lectrosonics wireless
technology.
Audio designer and consultant Pascal
Van Strydonck was responsible for
location sound on the project and used
SRa Dual-Channel Slot Mount ENG
receivers and a variety of the company’s
transmitters. ‘We outfitted the players
with various Super-Miniature transmitters,
including the SMa, SMV, and SMQV
models. We also used the UM400a
beltpack transmitter.’
Van Strydonck used eight channels
of SRa Dual-Channel Slot Mount ENG
Receivers in his bag plus an additional unit
for the camera hop. Augmenting all this
was a custom-built antenna distribution
system comprised of components from
Mini-Circuits and Lectrosonics, including
the Lectrosonics UFM50 filter/amplifier.
• Mark Harrier and his San Antonio,
TX-based Soundcheck Technologies
crew
use
Lectrosonics
wireless on the
P ro f e s s i o n a l
Bull Riders Built
Ford Tough Pro
Bull Riding Tour
— on the bull
riders and the
bull fighters.
For outfitting
the bull riders, Harrier employs Digital
Hybrid Wireless technology and twelve
SMV Variable Power Super-Miniature
transmitters. On the receiving side he has
two Venue mainframe receiver systems
stocked with six VRS receiver modules.
To facilitate communication between the
production staff and the sideline talent,
Harrier relies on IFBT4 frequency agile
IFB transmitters and R1a beltpack IFB
receivers.
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Vista 8 for horse racing

TVG, the official television and Interactive Wagering partner of the National
Thoroughbred Racing Association (NTRA) in the US, has installed a Studer Vista 8
at its broadcast production and postproduction facilities in Los Angeles.
TVG provides live feeds, via cable and satellite distribution including the DISH
Network and DirecTV, of all major thoroughbred races from all the leading race
tracks in the US, as part of the online wagering activities of its parent company,
the Betfair Group, the largest online betting organisation in the world. The Vista
8 console is the centrepiece of TVG’s strategy to move horseracing broadcasting
into high-definition, bringing with it 5.1 audio, for programming such as Trackside
Live, TVG’s flagship show.
‘The Vista 8 will be our main console for all of our production and postproduction,’
stated Frank Walters, TVG’s manager of engineering. ‘The difference with the Vista
8 is the sheer user-friendliness of the console. I sat down at a Vista 8 and felt like
an expert in five minutes, it’s just that simple to use.’

• Studer has launched the
Studer Broadcast Academy,
a programme to provide
broadcast engineers with
training and technical
certification for its line of
Vista desks. The Studer
Broadcast Academy will be
serviced with the Studer
truck, featuring two
broadcast studios (one
housing a Vista 9 and the
other a Vista 5). Training
and certification will be held in cities throughout the US, with plans to extend the
programme to Europe in October.
The Academy will include hands-on training for Vista consoles as part of
certification modules that will provide engineers with proof of efficiency with the
Vista line. In addition, engineers are welcome to attend the Open House sessions
for product demonstrations, with no requirement to pursue certification.
‘We have seen a trend in the broadcast industry where freelance engineers are
taking on a much greater presence, which means there are a lot of engineers out
there working on a lot of different control surfaces from day to day,’ said Keith
Watson, marketing director, Harman Mixing Group. ‘The Studer Broadcast Academy
will enable engineers to get comfortable with the Studer product line, which will
serve them well on projects where Studer consoles are being used.’
More information at usa.studer.ch
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The word on the pitch

BSKYB Sky Sports were host broadcasters
at the Champions League Final and
contracted G-WHIZ to provide the visiting
broadcasters’ commentator positions. This
was the first time that commentators had
been presented with HD video feeds for
monitoring, and 3D video feeds for the
UK rights holders, enabling them to follow
replays in more detail. G-WHIZ installed
cabling and supplied and operated a
selection of Glensound commentary systems
— more than 32 commentary positions
using the GS-OC33 base stations and the
GS-OC34 commentators’ units, alongside
the GS-OC26 subrack base station and
GS-OC24 commentators’ unit.

Nexus on NBA finals

In June the Mavericks won the NBA finals
against Miami Heat. Three of the six finals
were played out at the American Airlines
Arena in Dallas where they were broadcast
by host broadcaster ESPN using a large
Stagetec Nexus network.
Nexus’ task was to link the sources in
the hall to the central production vehicle
in the Broadcast centre and to network all
the other OB and production trucks in the
on-site compound. All were networked
via MADI using Nexus and fibre-optic
connections. Another four Nexus Base
Devices with analogue and digital mic inputs
were positioned inside the arena to pick up
the ambient sound and the voices of the
commentators.

The Portland Trail Blazers basketball
organisation in the US has upgraded its
primary broadcast control room with a
32-fader, 96-channel SSL C100 with AlphaLink Live I-O and Alpha-Link 8-RMP units.
The High Post Studio complex is used to
produce pre- and post-game programmes
as well as handle location and remote
audio for the games.
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HD and 3D at the
Champions League
MATT BELL looks at how Sky Sports OB audio workflows have
evolved to cope with live championship football in high-definition
3D and 2D with 5.1.

E

uropean satellite broadcaster BSkyB was one of the world’s first to begin
regular high-definition transmissions to a consistent technical standard;
its HD Sky Sports channel launched in early 2006 after several years of
behind-the-scenes preparation. Sky’s control over its broadcast chain,
from production to satellite distribution, meant that it could rewrite the rules for
its new HD workflow as required, but the lack of a technical precedent to follow
meant that the company had to invest vast sums in the necessary production,
postproduction and transmission infrastructure, and work with manufacturers to
develop much of the technology it required for HD broadcast. The transition also
meant that Sky’s OB facilities partners had to invest in HD-capable vehicles, most
of which had to be built from the ground up.
After many trials and much discussion, Sky published a detailed technical
specification for every element of its HD production and broadcast chain, ensuring
that even when it was working with equipment provided by third parties (such as
its OB partners’ trucks), the complement of equipment provided for its use would
always be the same. The spec of the service was fixed at 1080i video, with 5.1
sound where possible, and stereo audio otherwise.
The HD service began with football and rugby matches (although cricket, golf
and darts followed). To achieve the required audio standards, the agreed plan for
football stadiums was to capture the overall ambience of the venue in 5.1, and then
use further spot mics at pitch level to add close-up detail. Mindful of the fact that
many of their subscribers would still be listening in stereo, Sky’s engineers designed
the audio workflow so that folding down the 5.1 mixes to stereo would not cause
phase problems. They avoided the use of multimic arrays, which they felt could
not be guaranteed to produce phase-coherent audio in every possible broadcast
situation, and instead worked with UK microphone manufacturer SoundField to
develop a digital, ‘point source’ microphone system, the DSF-2. This microphone
system outputs phase-coherent 5.1 audio which can be collapsed to stereo (or even
mono) without generating artefacts.
To the output from the DSF-2, Sky adds pitch-level detail from a group of
Sennheiser 416s placed in Rycote windshields around the pitch and over the
players’ tunnel (usually 12 in total). A more directional Sennheiser 816 is attached
to a swivelling camera on the half-way line, left and right fill mics are positioned
at either end of the stadium (usually Sennheiser MKH20s), and radio mics are
attached to Steadicams used near or on the pitch itself. Collectively, these pitch-side
ambient mics are known at Sky as the Effects mics. The outputs from the Effects
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mics are fed back to OB vehicles equipped with Calrec consoles. In the early years
of Sky HD, Calrec Alpha desks were used, but the new Apollo consoles are now
replacing these.
This standard set-up has been used mostly unchanged on the stadium-based
events Sky has covered in high-definition since 2006, but it has varied for largescale fixtures. To find out more, I spoke to two OB engineers from companies
that have provided HD OB facilities for Sky Sports from the beginning: Neville
Hooper deputy head of sound at NEP Visions, and David Rowley, head of sound
at Telegenic. At the time of our conversations, their most recent job for Sky was
overseeing coverage of the UEFA Champions League final at Wembley Stadium,
Hooper taking responsibility for the 2D coverage and Rowley the 3D, together with
Telegenic’s deputy head of sound Simon Foster. The task was in every sense larger
than average, with Sky’s HD coverage of the final being beamed to more than 25
foreign broadcasters via EBU satellites, in addition to Sky’s own channels.
NEP Visions deployed its latest pair of HD vehicles, collectively known as Gemini,
to handle the 2D coverage and the so-called World Feed which was distributed via
the EBU. ‘Gemini is two trailers which act as Sky’s match and presentation trucks,’
explains NEP Visions’ Hooper. ‘One truck has two audio production control rooms,
each with a Calrec Apollo, and the other has the video control room, and the
recording/slo-mo video playback area. The match was mixed on one of our Apollos,
and the opening ceremony, pre- and post-match interviews on the other.’ Figure 1
shows how the feeds from the game were distributed to the EBU, terrestrially and
via satellite. The trucks were parked in the underground broadcasters’ compound
at Wembley Stadium.
For the match itself, Gemini only produced pictures and audio from the Effects
mics; NEP Visions had a separate truck providing Sky’s commentary, while
the foreign broadcasters’ commentary
was produced elsewhere in Wembley, in
a separate Commentary Control Room
(CCR). A TOC (Technical Operating Centre)
by the stadium’s East Gate took feeds of
Gemini’s video and Effects-only audio,
and was responsible for ensuring that the
foreign broadcasters, whose trucks were
parked near the TOC, added the correct
commentary from the CCR to their feed
of Sky’s coverage. ‘The TOC gave all the
foreign broadcasters one central point to
refer to if they had any problems with our
feeds,’ says Hooper. An exception was
made for Telegenic’s trailer, which looked
after the 3D coverage of the event; it was
parked next to Gemini and took direct
feeds from it.
The process of setting up the equipment
and the feeds in between the various OB
vehicles and the TOC took five days. ‘It
wasn’t just a case of driving the trucks into
the compound and putting the usual mics
Fig. 1. Broadcast feeds.
out, comments Hooper. ‘For example, Sky
have permanently installed SoundField
DSF-2s at a lot of football stadiums in the
UK, but not yet at Wembley — and we’d
decided we wanted more than one for this
game anyway. We had one very high up
under the roof, and one on the standard
TV gantry. We put up a pair of high-slung
omnis about level with the 18-yard line,
the ‘Spatial’ mics. There were also mono
DPA shotgun mics, configured as stereo
pairs, behind each goal, pointing up at the
crowd, and 16 Sennheiser 416s around
the pitch instead of the usual 12.’ Figure 2
shows how the extra mics were laid out.
‘There were extra “beauty shot”
cameras, including one on a helicopter
run by Aerial Camera Systems,’ continues
Hooper. ‘Within the stadium, we associated
the high beauty shots with the highest
SoundField, so that the ambience for that
shot was in instant 5.1. There were three
radio cameras in the stadium with mics,
and a radio-linked Sennheiser 416 on a
boom pole going around with one of the Fig. 2. Mic layout.
iv/38

Steadicams, to get added on-the-spot pictures and sound, for example during the
coin toss at the start. And when Barcelona were throwing their Captain around at
the end, the pole mic was right in there, which was great.
‘We also had to lay all of the fibre-optic feeds round to the TOC and the CCR, test
all the radio mics, and interface with Aerial Camera Systems. Just getting the comms
set up to talk to all of those people is often the biggest part of the job. The audio
feeds were sent to the TOC embedded in the video feeds, but we also sent two MADI
streams as a backup, and analogue feeds via multicore, in case anything went
down. Supplying the Telegenic truck next door was fairly straightforward — we
used AES over MADI for the audio, again with analogue via multicore as backup.’
Although the visual side of 3D broadcast requires separate stereoscopic cameras,
the audio side is more straightforward. Sky’s preferred audio format for 3D
broadcast is 5.1, as on its 2D coverage. The earliest 3D outside broadcasts on Sky in
Spring 2010 were made using the 5.1 mix being transmitted with the 2D pictures,
but as David Rowley of Telegenic, explains, this soon changed. ‘In the beginning,
we just took a clean Effects mix from the 2D truck. But different production values
have to be applied for 3D broadcast. Viewers have to be given time to absorb the 3D
content, so there’s not as much fast cutting as there is in 2D. And that means you
need a separate commentary team and a separate Effects mix to complement the
picture. We usually take in every source separately over MADI from the 2D truck
— the pitch mics, the SoundField mic, and any camera mics that we’re taking feeds
from — and our sound supervisor does a mix for 3D.’
The scope of the Champions League broadcast necessitated some compromises.
Hooper: ‘With all the foreign broadcaster commitments at the final, we didn’t have
enough MADI streams available, so we sent the 3D truck the output from the pitchside mics — what we call the Ball Kick Group — as a premixed feed.’ Adds Rowley:
‘We still had a number of discrete feeds,
including those from the SoundField mics,
to add to our mix though.’
‘Fortunately,’ continues Hooper, ‘on
Calrec’s MADI I/O boxes, you can feed
out of the optical and coaxial outputs at
the same time, so we could double up on
some of our feeds in the compound, one
on copper and one on fibre, when we
needed to send the same signal out to two
different destinations.’
In the near future, the hope is to
streamline the tangle of MADI and
analogue connections, as Rowley explains.
‘We’ve just started experimenting with
Calrec stage boxes using Hydra2, the
audio networking protocol on the Apollo.
The idea is to network the commentary
positions to the main desk with remote
Hydra stage boxes, using the built-in fibre
connections that you’re starting to find in
the major stadiums.’ According to Hooper
two fibre-connected Hydra 2 boxes were
used out in the stadium to bring in the
pitch mics at this final.
Rowley continues: ‘We’re hoping this
will be our standard way of working by
next year — we already use the older
Hydra boxes with Calrec Alphas on our
Rugby coverage. Our aim is to use less
copper cabling than we do at the moment;
it can be susceptible to hum and wiring
faults, and the rigging time is much longer,
because there has to be so much of it.’
Telegenic and NEP Visions adhere to
a standard console layout when working
for Sky, with pitch and Effects mics routed
to the fader channels on the Apollo’s
left, and group faders assigned to the
right side. These carry submixes like
the aforementioned Ball Kick Group,
and these are usually routed to both the
main output mix containing commentary,
and the ‘clean’, Effects-only mix onto
which other commentary can be layered.
Commentary is always mixed exclusively
to the centre channel, although studiobased discussions featuring multiple
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commentators, such as the half-time
analysis, are mixed across the front three
channels to give a wider spread.
Generally speaking, mixing for football
is very much a hands-on event for sound
supervisors, as David Rowley explains.
‘They’re forever trying to second-guess the players. If the action goes to a corner
shot, for example, there will be a corner mic mainly covering that, and also the
goal mic and the 18-yard mic will be present in the mix at a lower level. What
most supervisors will do in that case is ride the goal fader if the ball heads that
way from the corner, or ride the 18-yard mic if it gets kicked up the pitch instead.
If you watch an experienced football supervisor at work, they’re constantly fading
up combinations of mics, and fading down others. Over time, they do develop a
feeling for where the ball is likely to go next.’
Thanks to the care taken when originally specifying the miking systems for
Sky’s HD coverage, stereo fold-down compatibility of the 5.1 mixes produced for the
2D and 3D broadcasts is excellent. Neville Hooper: ‘The Apollo desk automatically
creates a Dolby Pro Logic-encoded LtRt mix at the same time as the 5.1 mix. We
never have any serious problems at the downmix stage now — we went through
all of that pain in 2005!’ The standard format for each of the eight-channel audio
output feeds from the Calrec Apollo on a Sky transmission has the downmixed stereo

LtRt mix for SD transmission
on the first pair, containing
Sky commentary and the
stadium Effects mix, then a
similar LtRt stereo mix on the second pair which lacks the commentary, to which
international commentary can be added. The third and fourth pairs also feature
‘with commentary’ and ‘clean’ Effects-only mixes, but in Dolby E-encoded 5.1.
For the Champions League final, this standard arrangement was again varied to
accommodate extra foreign broadcasters and UEFA’s own commentators.
As a testament to all of the careful preparation involved in its broadcast, the
Champions League final was seen on TV by an estimated 300 million viewers
worldwide, in addition to the 87,000 spectators in Wembley Stadium — and there
were no on-air hitches. ‘It was a very long week, but the broadcast went off without
any problems,’ comments Hooper. ‘There was nothing to make viewers sit up and
wonder what had gone wrong — and that’s what we’re there to achieve. n
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Technology and sound: the game-changer
The impact of high-fidelity dimensional sound has been evident for decades. But as sports broadcasters compete with digital games and
the internet for the consumer it is also evident that sound is critical … in fact, a differentiator, says DENNIS BAXTER

I

n the consumer marketplace, better sound is best — not only does the
audio have to sound real it also must be bigger than life. The fantasy
illusions of digital gaming have set a very high bar for the expectations of
the entertainment consumer because these games make you the spectator
and the participant. Technology has been a pivotal accelerant in the process and
the success of sound for broadcasting. Audio and video for sports broadcasting has
not only embraced new and advancing technology — it has motivated pioneering
innovation. There is no denying that sound has been the significant beneficiary as
audio producers began to realise their dreams and desires. As a result, we have seen
improvements in sonic fidelity and sound production practices. Overall, broadcast
sound has significantly benefited from new and improved technology.
My friend, Bob Dixon of NBC said that the sound of the 2010 Vancouver
Olympics was the ‘prettiest sounding’ of any Olympics he worked on in 30 years. I
think to understand the meaning of what Bob said you must look back on how the
sound of sports was produced, combined, and distributed up to that point in time.
If you examine the entire signal chain — from the microphone to the consumer
— probably the most significant improvement has been the transition from
analogue to digital. Digital audio offers sonic fidelity in the signal chain as well as
amazing flexibility with input count, mixing and routing. Analogue audio has a
less useable dynamic range because the noise floor becomes quickly apparent as
the analogue signal is amplified and reamplified. Noise creeps in at the start of the
signal path and is added throughout the engineering and production process.
Copper cables are prone to noise and interference from electromagnetic sources
such as electrical power and radio frequencies (RF). Once noise is introduced to
the signal path, it is amplified and reamplified and is difficult, if not impossible, to
eliminate without degrading the sound.
Balanced audio signals make use of common mode rejection, foil shielding and
grounding, which help with short audio paths, but there are many situations,
particularly in sports, that require the OB van to be some distance from the audio
source. Additionally, large sporting events like golf and motorsports suffer from long
cable runs and often use battery powered amplifiers to increase the microphone
signals to line level signals to get a useable signal to the OB van. Not only are the
amplifiers noisy, but for economic and efficiency reasons you may have to send
the audio signals to the OB van down hundreds of meters of unshielded telephone
copper, which only adds more noise.
Analogue mixing desks typically are a series of amplifiers with combining and
splitting circuits where the audio is manipulated and routed for engineering and
production enhancements. This amplification and reamplification of analogue
audio adds more distortion and noise to the signal chain and it can degrade the
sonic quality of the sound. Even the highest quality op-amps and integrated
circuit designs cannot completely eliminate these issues and problems. As the
industry migrated from tubes to transistors to integrated circuits, the signal to noise
vi/40

significantly improved — however, the downside issues could never be completely
eliminated.
Power supply design dictates filtering because of the inherent audible noise
induced from power sources. Have you ever noticed that late at night your old
analogue audio gear sounds better? Not only is there less demand on the power grid
but also your neighbour is probably not using the toaster or microwave.
Analogue recording devices such as videotape machines were optimised to
record video and not audio. While various schemes, such as analogue noise
filters and PCM recording methods, were devised to minimise the introduction of
additional noise into the audio recording once the objectionable noise was recorded,
there was no way to eliminate it without further degrading the sound.
Technology has been the game changer. When the audio signal is digitised
the processing, routing, transporting and recording of audio signals changes. For
example, digitising the audio close to the sound source prevents further degradation
of the audio signal as it is transported from the field-of-play to the consumer.
While copper audio transport is prone to electromagnetic interference, digital
signals transported across fibre are not susceptible to this type of interference.
Additionally, digitising the audio signal facilitates high-density audio transport
like surround sound. Digital standards, like MADI, have significantly improved
the efficiency of moving, recording, and sharing high-density audio signals. Also,
embedding the audio into a picture minimises synchronisation problems and
simplifies getting multichannel sound to the broadcast facility for further distribution
to the viewers.
Microphones are basically analogue devices, but modern design and construction
from companies like Audio Technica have significantly improved the performance
specifications. Microphone diaphragms are very similar today as they were 50
years ago. However, better materials and design have minimised noise, plus more
efficient mechanical to electrical energy conversion has increased output levels and
when combined with digitising the audio signal closer to the diaphragms it has
improved performance and fidelity. The net result is a cleaner sound at the very
beginning of the audio chain.
Not only has the technology improved sound quality but also the methods
of audio capture and production have furthered the quality of the audio. At the
Olympics, I place more microphones closer to the sound source than ever before and
with digital mixing desks I have the input capability without compromise. With an
analogue desk, once your inputs were tapped out you would have to add another
mixing desk to the signal chain. With digital desks, there are vastly more input
capabilities with layers and they can also be scalable with the addition of more DSP.
The architecture of a digital desk makes it possible to split, share, and route audio
signals with no degradation to the audio.
Digital mixing desks make it possible to manipulate high numbers of audio
signals and that promotes creative freedom because the sound designer is not tied to
input count or operational flexibility. Desk manufacturers like Calrec, DiGiCo, Studer,
Lawo and Stagetec have been innovative in building saleable architectures that are
networkable and I hope ultimately cheaper — broadcast audio has an enormous
appetite for audio capacity and sonic quality but still wants to pay Wall Mart prices.
Digital desks and audio assists from audio-follow-video made possible the
grandest audio scheme for Olympic Bobsledding ever. There were 46 camera
positions and every camera position was a surround sound zone. The number
of cameras and the different perspective of each camera dictated continuous
changes in the visual and audio point of view of the sport. This heightened the
entertainment value of the coverage and presented the viewpoint of the athlete and
fan similar to that of a game. I used a large digital desk that permitted complete
envelope control and unlimited combinations of balancing the audio plus control
software, which accurately transitioned between scenes using complex triggers
from the video switcher.
Certainly the migration from stereo to multichannel sound has unlocked creative
possibilities and without digital desks this would not have been possible for
television sports. The film boys have been doing surround for a good long time on
analogue desks 10 meters wide and with three or four mixers. This is not possible in
any OB van that I have ever seen so the desk manufacturers overcame this through
the use of worksurface layers and with the I-Os, DSP and routing matrix located
remotely in a core. This also permits multiple control surfaces to interface and share
audio signals. Digital consoles can also offer scalability of the worksurface to fit the
requirements of a project.
Digital processing has also worked its way into monitoring technology. The
OB van is a terrible environment to critically monitor audio in because of room
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size, speaker placement and noise pollution from HVAC and intercoms. Creating a
balanced quality mix is difficult at the best of times but in these circumstances it
is nearly impossible. Genelec has incorporated DSP into its speaker systems that
can compensate for poor acoustics and even inappropriate speaker placement with
a computer program that analyses the
environment and calibrates the speakers
accordingly.
I believe you should build a proper
and suitable listening environment if you
expect the audio professional to deliver an
accurate and good sounding mix. However,
I also believe that other considerations take
priority in most cases and Genelec has
come up with a very clever solution to help
the broadcast audio community.
Clearly film pioneered
multichannel
sound,
however, sports production
has been a significant
factor driving advances in
technology and production
developments. During the last
decade, audio for sports has
been the playground for new
possibilities and creativity
and has pushed the envelope
with the desire to deliver
more impact to entertain
a demanding consumer.
Because audio for sports is
live, there seems to be a fearless mentality to those
who do it well. You make a commitment and there is
no going back.
Additionally, audio has received creative validation
from visionary executive producers like Manolo Romero, the long-time head of the
Olympic Broadcast Group, who challenged me and supported me at the Olympics as
well as CEO David Hill, who demands innovative sound production at FOX sports.

As producers have begun to understand the creative possibilities of audio, the sound
has moved quickly from announcers and atmosphere to in-your-face sports effects
and ‘up close and personal’ sound with the athletes. Large-scale international
sporting events like the Olympics, golf and tennis, inspire the audio practitioner
beyond their comfort
zone.
I just spent some
time with Bill Whiston
and Andy James at
Wimbledon 2011. Bill
told me he had been
experimenting with
surround sound for
tennis years before it
officially went to air
on the BBC. Bill used
a surround matrix
encoder where he
input his multichannel
mix and the black box generated an analogue
two-channel mix, which the BBC required.
Bill would record the stereo mix at home and
decode it to multichannel for evaluation. He
explored microphone placement and sound
imaging, which became the sonic foundation
for the discrete surround sound that is
delivered today.
Even though I am not a fan of matrixed surround, this technology put
surround sound into the home years before our current digital technology.
Companies like Linear Acoustics have advanced the original Dolby
technology and matrixed surround is the transitional technology for the
broadcaster to enter the surround world.
There is a better understanding of the need to entertain an audience
that has higher expectations than before and certainly technology has
released the shackles that have bound audio for decades. As someone might
have said: ‘Free at last, free at last, audio is free at last’ — sound is definitely the
differentiator of sports. Set your mind free and enjoy it. n
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Carlton Waghorn
A sound supervisor for Sky Sports, Carlton Waghorn talks to
NIGEL JOPSON about working with cutting edge technology
and the thrill of shaping the sound for live events.

C

arlton Waghorn’s passion for sound began when he played in a band as
a youngster, while a day job at British Telecom provided the skills and
electrical nous to wire up hardware considerably more sophisticated than
that found at the average gig. A job as a technical operator at Meridian
TV working on local outside broadcasts soon beckoned; Carlton later moved to UPC
working on location, OBs, live sound mixing and dubbing. His next move was to
Bow Tie Television, a Kent-based OB company with a variety of production vehicles
and flyaway facilities. Bow Tie was one of the lighthouse-customers for Calrec’s
digital consoles and in 2002 he moved to Sky Sports as a senior sound supervisor.
He specialises in mixing boxing and also handles a variety of OB work including
golf, darts, speedway, equestrian events, and some of the more complex 5.1 studiobased projects such as Sky’s Theatre Live! Carlton is also responsible for training
staff to operate new equipment.

At OB events, how much of your mic setup is prerigged?
UK football stadiums have prewired microphones, but a boxing event could be in
any venue, there’s nothing custom-made. You’ve got to look at the shape of the hall
and work out mic placements: where are you going to put the surround mic — is
it near the PA system? Is it near the crowd? The overhead mics must be above the
ring before the ‘nest’ goes up into the centre. Everything needs to be in place before
the rest of the crew arrive, my day might start at 10am for a transmission between
8pm and 10pm.
viii/42

How many mics would be used for boxing?
We have two mics overhead, something like Sennheiser MKH 60s, which drop down
vertically to reject as much crowd noise as possible. I have mics on each of the corner
cameras, in between rounds there’d be two pole operators getting audio from the
teams at each corner and there’s a SoundField mic for ambience. Earlier fights at a
long event might sound a little dead: if there’s not much of a crowd I would use an
extra pair of Sennheiser 416s which I would pan halfway between front and back,
just to fill the sound out and give a bit more presence.
Commentators are ring-side with lip mics, in addition there is a studio set up with
DPA mics which allow the pundits to have their hands free when they talk. I often
use the Cedar DNS 1500 noise suppressor during show jumping OBs, it’s fantastic
for what could be a poorly-fabricated temporary location studio — there can be all
sorts of hums from lights, rumbling in the background, poor soundproofing — we
can notch out the problems with the Cedar without destroying a voice too much.
What about mic routing on multitruck events?
On multiple truck OBs we use fibre optic MADI links between Calrec consoles. One
truck might do the effects mix, another the presentation mix, one 3D and so on. This
reduces the amount of copper multis needed considerably. The MADI list appears on
the Calrec computer and can be routed to a fader like any other mic source — brilliant!
Are you handling multiple mixes at an OB?
The sound you are making for TV is only a small part of what the OB sound mixer
is actually doing. He or she is also responsible for all the communication on site,
making sure everybody can hear what they’re supposed to be hearing, at the
right level, in extremely noisy environments. I use a lot of cue programme feeds:
you can’t just give someone working at an event programme output, it would be
totally wrong. The cue programme mix is tailored for each person receiving it, and
I normally make them up without any crowd effects or ambience. I try and keep it
just to speech and high levels — so VTs, music and a feed of whoever is talking. I
do the same for camera operators and the studio.
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So, a bit like the FOH engineer at a music
concert mixing stage monitors as well?
Exactly, and sometimes I’m responsible for an
international feed as well, so I can’t ever fade all the
effects mics out and switch to the studio. I’ll be doing
my mix with effects for the international group, while
having the same microphones double-routed to my
domestic effects. Then I can keep the overheads,
the crowd or SoundField mic open and — using
the domestic FX group fader up or down — I can
introduce the effects mix I’m making into the overall
mix. If you’ve got somebody hanging on the end
of what you’re doing, it’s essential to make sure
everything doesn’t suddenly go quiet.
How do you deal with recording interviews,
which may be spun-in later to a live programme?
I will have microphones that may be needed for
recording clips, a reporter’s mic for example, routed
pre-compressor and pre-fader to a track send, and
have that routed within the truck to a matrix
associated with the camera. They could decide to do
an isolated recording while we were in the middle of
an event: my microphone goes to VT, then later they
can spin it back and play the clip into the programme
whenever it’s needed. It’s taken for granted that when
they spin the camera back the audio goes with it, but
it takes a bit of careful thought to arrange! If there’s a
wide angle shot, I might add the SoundField mic on it,
if the clip was from a particular corner, I might use the
mic there. As a sound mixer you have to be thinking:
‘if they decide to iso-record, what audio would I
choose to go with it?’ It can be a bit of a nightmare,
especially with a lengthy event like golf.

be phasing. So I’m always looking at the stereo meters
and thinking of the downmix parameters. We use a
Dolby DP563 box, which delivers an LtRt compatible
stereo downmix.

Do you use the spill panel on the Calrec
Alpha to adjust surround sources?
I normally use the spill to bring the centre channel of the
surround mic down, because I find it’s very important
to anchor the centre channel on the commentary, if
you introduce too much into the centre channel it
muddies the speech. Sky’s policy is that anyone out of
vision comes from the centre channel only. If someone
is in vision, they are LCR diverged (-6dB left and right).
If you set your limiters too low, because of the stereo
fold-down (-3dB from the centre), the commentary will
be too quiet in the stereo downmix.

ACTION.

Is level control tricky on wild mics?
Fortunately with digital desks we have much more
headroom. It’s best to keep the level conservative, you
can always push it a bit later into your high-levels
group. You have to keep an eye on what’s going on
even if you’re not listening to that channel. Quite a lot of
stuff could be going down the camera CCU. Sometimes
a camera might be unplugged, put on another triax, and
then the camera could be taken backstage.
How do you arrange your comms system, so
you’re aware of who’s recording which clips,
and what the director plans to drop-in to the
live mix you’re making?
I’m listening to production talkback (a mix of director
and PA giving counts), also to the sound crew talkback,
plus I’m listening to what the VT co-ordinator (who
sits in a separate truck and controls replays) is saying
to the director. The director may not properly identify
the playback machine in his talkback, but I will have
already heard the VT co-ordinator say to the director
‘replay is coming back off VT1’.
As you are mixing in 5.1 at the same time,
how do you identify who’s speaking on the
talkback?
I don’t want one panel with it all blaring out at me!
I have the production talkback in front of me, a little
speaker to the side for sound crew, and an open panel
behind me for the VT co-ordinator. Working with
surround, it has become a little more tricky to pick up.
Are you listening in surround all the time?
I am, but I bear in mind that the majority of viewers are
probably listening in stereo. If you have too much in the
rear channels, because of the LtRt compatibility issues,
anything exclusively in the rears will become out-ofphase in the fronts. In surround it might be beautiful,
but when you check the stereo fold-down there could
July/August 2011

MKH 8060 Short Gun Microphone.
Capturing the Moment.
Whether it‘s a feature film, documentary or ENG, the new
MKH 8060 will give you the quality sound to match your
exciting pictures.
Whether you’re in the studio or on location, its
excellent directivity and improved off-axis linearity ensure a clear and natural sound recording, whilst its RF
circuitry means that it’s virtually immune to damp and
Sennheiser UK Ltd
3 Century Point, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3SL

condensation. Part of the flexible MKH 8000 series, just
add the MZD 8000 and you have a digital mic.

01494 551551 www.sennheiser.co.uk
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What changes have you had to make to
work in 3D?
The biggest problem for us at the moment is doing
productions that are in both 2D and 3D. The studiobased beginning of the show might be in 2D, but
then the coverage is in 3D. The problem is that
the 2D part goes to a stereo image-processing box,
which puts a lot of delay in. We’ve also found that
microphones used with a 3D camera may require
between four or six frames of delay introduced.
The 3D pictures require so much processing, the
audio has to be adjusted to compensate. Then we
arrive at another problem: what are we to give the
reporter in his ear? The beauty of the Calrec desks
is that you can master-slave layers. So I can have
the first layer, which I’m fading up to air, delayed
6 frames to compensate ... that’s the master. On
another layer I can have the mic coming in raw
without delay. So as I fade up the delayed version,
the non-delayed version also fades up. I can feed
the non-delayed version to a PA system (which
we did at Hickstead the other day) but I have the
transmission audio delayed to sync to picture. I
also have to delay my pre-hear so that when I
fade up it doesn’t resonate round the gallery with
frames of delay all over the place.
Do you watch in 3D when you’re mixing
sound for 3D picture?
While I’m mixing I only visually monitor the
picture for one eye. Sometimes I pop on a pair of
glasses and have a glance at a 3D monitor. It’s
quite hard to watch in 3D and be operational.
You’re looking at the screen, then trying to look
down at your faders ... the vision mixers have
now cut the bottom off their lenses to make
themselves special glasses which are like upsidedown bi-focals!
So you have to get accustomed to hearing the centre channel pretty
hot when mixing in surround?
You have to let your commentators peak around -10dB, which is more than you’d
want in a stereo programme, but by the time it’s downmixed it will be correct. It
is quite difficult to get used to mixing with commentary coming out of the centre
speaker only, it’s very ‘in your face’. At first, I had to keep switching to stereo to
reassure myself the balance was correct.

Mic Menu: High Jump

What keeps you motivated?
It’s live, you’re at the sharp end and you’re shaping the sound of something
that’s happening right in front of you. I like working for Sky because they’re
always at the cutting edge technically and always pushing the limits. In eight
years we’ve gone from S2 consoles and SD pictures to surround sound, HD and
3D. Tapeless as well — other places have tried and failed miserably with tapeless
digital. I’m wondering what will be next: Holographic TV? n
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M1-2: 2 x U853R — Hanging microphones above the table. M3:1 x
U841A — Underneath table. M4-9: 6 x U853R — Hanging microphones
above the crowd. M10-13: 4 x BP4029 — Stereo shotgun camera-mounted
on each camera position; short model as it is close to action.
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M1: 1 x U851R — Placed underneath the landing
mat with a high roll off for .1 LFE channel. M2-5: 4 x
ATM350 — Gooseneck clip-on mics clipped onto each
corner of the landing mat for surround. Good for being
flexible if landed on. M6/13: 2 x ATM350 — Mounted
on the bar. M7-9: 3 x U851R — Boundary microphone
along the running path (boundary mics for safety). M1012: 3 x BP4029 — Stereo shotgun camera-mounted on
each camera position; short model as it is close to action.

>

M10

M1-4: 4 x AT899 — Along the netting. M5-12: 8 x U857R — Four in
each far corner, two on each side. M13-18: 6 x BP4029 — Stereo shotgun
camera-mounted on each camera position; short model as it is close to action.
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The art of noise in sport
Sound for televised sporting events is a topic filled with many
frustrationsfor the mixing engineer, and often for the viewing
audience as well. Ever the optimist, BOB DIXON, director of sound
design and communications for NBC Olympics in the US, outlines
the issues and suggests some improvements.

T

he job of the sound mixing engineer is first and foremost to provide
a pleasing aesthetic experience for the viewer. The sound should not
necessarily call attention to itself, when it does it usually means something
is over exaggerated, out of place, or just too loud. What the sound should
do is provide a more compelling experience for the viewer, communicating a sense
of what it’s like to be in the ‘place’; a sense of just how hard that player got hit,
while revealing some of the subtleties of the action on the field of play. Listen to
just about any movie that deals with your favourite sporting event, and you should
get a perfect example of what the live mixing engineer should be trying for, while
knowing it’s impossible. Digital sound, with up to 5.1 channels of audio, greater
clarity and dynamic range, offers the potential for a soundtrack that can match that
of a theatrical release. But there are many issues that get in the way.
In a 20 year career of mixing live televised sporting events, I’ve always thought
how great it must be to have the whole production team involved in the audio, as they
are when making a movie. How sounds are often created after the fact (Foley work),
and dialogue is rerecorded until all is perfect. It’s truly a team effort. But in television
the mixing engineer becomes the sound producer and designer as well as the mixer.
And the mixing engineer only has one shot at it. This means that the audio is totally
dependent on the experience, taste and talent of the individual mixing that event.
Why is it this way? Well, for one thing most of the production people I have
met do not have a sophisticated audio reproduction system for television in their
homes, not for surround, and not for stereo. They mostly rely on the speakers built
into the television receiver.
During the event, production people wear communication headsets so they can
talk with the camera operators and video engineers, the recording/playback area,
the graphics people, and the audio mixer. Often they will ask for a feed of only the
announcer mix in their ear so that they don’t miss any reference the talent may be
making. There is no chance of any of them listening to the monitoring loudspeakers
and judging quality. Besides, their attention is focused on picture, there are so
many to choose from, and the decisions must be made in an instant — requiring
incredible focus.
In fact, if an Ice hockey player were to be slammed into the glass just under a
microphone, the loud impact surprising even the sound mixer, the chances are great
for that sound being overbearing, louder than everything else going on. When a
director hears that explosion from the speaker over his head, he will most likely say
‘good audio’, which means the audio mixer has just learned how to get a compliment.
The sound mixing engineer has two masters: the director and the producer.
Both talk to different groups, but at the same time. A cue could come from either
one of them at any time, so the audio mixer must listen to both at the same time.
To separate them from the sounds coming from the monitoring loudspeakers, the
mixing engineer must often put each of his bosses’ voices in separate powered
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speakers, either overhead, or one at 90 degrees and the other at 270 degrees. And
they have to be loud so that the cues aren’t missed.
The environment of the audio mixing room in a television mobile unit is most
often audio-hostile. Space is at a huge premium. Rarely, very rarely, will you
find a room treated for isolation of outside noise or for acoustics. It is common
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for there to be router and/
or intercom electronics, very
noisy devices, in the audio
room racks.
There is almost never a
layout that would make 5.1
monitoring reliable and even
stereo is compromised by
loudspeakers placed on top of
the mixing desk meterbridge
and under rack frames that
hold video monitors, intercom and auxiliary gear. If there is a centre
speaker, it is often placed so as to be too close to the mixing engineer,
this without compensation via electronic delay or level attenuation.
The space left for audio usually demands loudspeakers that are
small in size, incapable of reproducing any real low notes. There
may be a subwoofer, but you will almost always find there is no
bass management software, so all the subwoofer does is reproduce
the LFE channel. (Seldom used in sports, and thrown away by the
downmixing process in the set-top box).
All this, and the mixing engineer is supposed to be able to focus on creating a
sensitive, aesthetically pleasing soundtrack. Most of our viewers at home are listening
in stereo, and most often through the television speakers. In that event they will be
hearing a downmix of any show televised in 5.1 surround. That means the left and
right front channels are mixed at full level and appear in the left and right channels
respectively. The centre is reduced by 3dB and sent to both left and right, and the
surround channels are reduced by 3dB and also sent to left and right respectively.

The LFE channel is thrown away according to the downmix
algorithm. That’s a lot of sound effects coexisting with
the sound of the announce team. When
the surround channels are mixed very
hot (fun to hear when you are listening
in good 5.1) it can often result in the
announce mix being buried by the sound
effects when downmixed to stereo. This
is a huge and common complaint from
the audience. (Compounding this is the
situation where a ‘surround simulator’ is
built in to the television receiver, and by
default, switched on. These often wreak
havoc on the real surround mix, and most
owners don’t even know they have that,
let alone how to check for it and switch
it off.)
I have found that just about all of the audio mixers that consistently turn in a
show with good sound and no complaints monitor in stereo for more than 90% of
the time. They listen to the 5.1 mix only every so often for spot checks.
When a show is recorded, edited and played back there is a whole new world of
audio issues. Up until very recently most recording machines were not equipped to
record and play back six channels of audio. As a result, most prerecorded material
arrives in stereo, even now.
Another issue nowadays is that the editors are often not trained to work with

Mic Menu: Wrestling

>

Mic Menu: Horse Jumping

>
>

>

>

M1-12 :12 x AT899cW — Tie-clip microphone connected to a wireless beltpack transmitter mounted on
each jump or other obstacles. M13-14: 2 x U851cW  — Boundary microphone into wireless beltpack
transmitter around the water pit. M15-18: 4 x BP4027 — Stereo shotgun camera mounted on each
camera position; action far away.
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M1-4: 4 x U851R — One in each of the corners close to the ring (boundary
mics for safety). M5-8: 4 x BP4073 — Spaced pair shotgun mics pointing
out into crowd. M9-13: 5 x BP4029 — Stereo shogun microphone cameramounted on each camera position; short model as it is close to action.
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audio. Their job is to get material in and out of their room as quickly as possible.
signal on playback, he or she can upmix only the left and right sound effects, and
Budgets have done away with separate audio mixing engineers and there are
then lay the announce track over the centre channel of the upmixed effects. No
very few rooms equipped with an audio console. The editors want the audio to
narrowing of the surround signal, no mono sound, and no artefacts. Plus, edit and
be something they don’t have to think about. They need all audio tracks mixed
recording people get to hear a much better version of the audio they are working
at the proper ‘finished’ level, so that recordings and playbacks are all done at
with. If there are problems with the announcers being buried in the mix, they will
unity gain.
hear it.
In the editing room anything more than two speakers is in the way and not
I have said that the job of the sound mixer is to provide a pleasing aesthetic
wanted. All of these recording and editing restrictions end up with a requirement
experience for the viewer. It’s a job that’s very difficult to pull off given the
to upmix anything coming from those rooms or machines. But when a complete
circumstances outlined above. What is required to fix many of the problems boils
stereo mix that includes the announce track is upmixed, the result is often
down to money. Money for acoustic design and larger audio rooms, money for the
disappointing. When there is an announce track, that is where most of the energy
time it takes to do a proper set-up, where everything is tested and verified, and
will come from, and the steering of an upmixing device will respond to that energy
of course money for training people. Sports sound is generally not considered an
by reducing the width of the mix, and steering the mix so that it ends up sounding
artistic pursuit, though it should be. Problems are defined by customer complaints
much more mono. There can also be artefacts audible in the other channels that
— not standards of aesthetic quality — and budgets are often cut from one year
come from the announce mix.
to the next. A dedicated and passionate sports sound mixer will often develop a
Concerns over loudness, now part of law, lead to engineering that is designed in
nice collection of emotional issues after years of service. But we continue to make
response to complaints. If viewers complain that they can’t hear the announcers,
small steps forward. The technology keeps getting better, and there is nothing like
the command is to lower the effects mix to the point where they are much too low,
experience, so we stay optimistic. n
or to the installation of gear that puts a brick wall in
series with the audio output, without regard to what it
is doing to the quality of the sound.
I find it amazing that our audio is sometimes as good
as it is — note that I said ‘sometimes’.
So, what can we do to help this situation? I would
like to offer at least some threads that might be woven
into possible solutions.
First of all educate the production community and
upper management as to what is possible. Set up
proper rooms for demonstrations that can point out the
different experiences offered by surround versus stereo
and even mono, and make sure these demonstrations
are given to all decision makers. The higher up they are
in the chain, the better.
Educate the freelance and staff audio community and
engineering personnel that work in transmission areas,
perhaps through certification programmes. This would
ensure a basic understanding of technique, of acoustics,
of measuring the monitoring characteristics of the room
they will work in, and what happens when things are
done incorrectly.
One of the best shows I’ve worked on was an
entertainment show, done live, with many acts and
musical numbers. I could tell from the rehearsal that
the director was going to be very animated, excited
and unsettled. I had a good friend who also worked in
television in the audio room with me, and she wore a
communication headset, and would tell me when there
was a cue meant for me. Otherwise I was free to listen
to the show, and put all my focus on the mix. At best,
only 10% of production cues are meant for audio, but
they must be listened to 100% of the time. We are
John Casali
making strides in this area though. It is now common
Production Sound Mixer
for a big show to have a separate mixing console and
mixing engineer for sound effects that are then fed as a
pictured in the Great Hall, Hogwarts Castle
5.1 sub group to the show mixer. In large auto racing
shows, there is another console and mixing engineer
for the in-car audio that is also fed as a sub group to
the show mixer.
More emphasis should be placed on the design of
John Casali utilises his SoundField
audio room acoustics, noise levels and loudspeaker
environments. Also, production control rooms would
Portable microphone to capture 5.1 and
Introducing the
benefit from being fed a mono mix of the event or
an LCR mix. 5.1 and even stereo does not belong
stereo on many major movies. His most
ST450 Portable
in a production control room environment. When
working with recording and editing people give them a
recent projects include Harry Potter and
3-channel mix: left, announce and right. But let them
the Deathly Hallows: Parts 1 & 2 and
continue to use two main loudspeakers as they now do,
and add a subwoofer for bass management. By using a
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy.
tool like the Miranda Kaleido Solo and the JBL RMC-1,
it is possible to provide the editors with a proper stereo
downmix, bass management, a screen with meters and
WWW.SOUNDFIELD.COM
loudness information, and a great big volume control
to boot.
When the mixing engineer is given this 3-channel

A Wizard At Work

“ The SoundField Portable is the
only 5.1 and stereo mic I use I’ve got rid of everything else.
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Commentary
The main components of audio in sport are the atmospheric audio of the game complete with the crowd effects and the essential
ingredient of the commentator. MARC WILSON from Glensound explains how commentary has benefited from technological progress.

I

NE
W

t is the audio from the commentators that informs the viewer and listener
of the events as they unfold. We have all watched an event with foreign
commentary at some stage and noted how losing the commentary impacts
on our enjoyment of the viewing experience. Any system technology
advance that makes commentators’ jobs easier, makes them sound better, gives
them more information, allows them wider communication options, and gives the
engineers more control to help them when things go wrong adds to the programme
production quality.
As the recent headline technology advances in sports broadcasting have both
been vision based with HD and 3D, it is important to remember how barren these
great images would be without the commentator telling the story. Commentary
audio has to up its game to keep pace with the impressive visual technologies, and
deliver a quality audio experience to match the high tech visuals. The good news
is that it has.
It used to be the case that a few mics were simply connected to a mixing desk
and the commentator was presented with an off-desk feed for monitoring and
in some parts of the world this is still the case. This has many limitations: the
commentator has only a single audio source for monitoring; the commentator
has no talkback options to his engineer, coordinator, co-commentators, etc; the
commentators must be reasonably close to the mixer; and the commentator has
no control over their own mic on/off or cough. Predictably, engineers were keen
to find an alternative and the commentators’ unit as we know it today, evolved to
answer these limitations.
Although there are many variations, there are some very important facilities. A
commentator needs to be able to monitor various audio sources — the more information
he receives, the more effective his presentation will be. The monitoring sources vary
according to events but typically include the engineer, coordinator, co-commentator(s),
international sound, programme feedback/cue, guide, and sidetone.
Most commentary units would normally provide a talkback circuit for the
obvious benefits of being able to communicate while still on air. The most common

When sound recording
lives up to your dreams

circuits are to the coordinator, engineer, and co-commentator. A modern single box
commentary unit can accommodate up to three commentators. How the incoming
commentary audio signal is handled is very important and high quality mic
preamps must be used with gain levels to accommodate condenser mics through to
the common lip ribbon mics. A commentary unit must process commentary from
loud football to quiet snooker with a consistent output.
Commentary boxes are often located in many places that are far from ideal and
transformers on the inputs and outputs reduce interface problems and make the
engineer’s life easier. The commentary unit can take care of the commentary mix
and just have a single output to the main audio desk. Commentary units have a hard
life. It is therefore very important that they are built to withstand knocks and bangs.
Although single, standalone commentary units are widely used and are perfect
for many applications they still have disadvantages in that they need to use
multiple audio connections and they need to be near a power source. As they are
standalone units, system settings are within reach of the commentator and this is
not a scenario that many broadcast engineers are particularly comfortable with!
Twin box commentator systems provide multiple audio feeds into a base
station, linked to a commentator unit by a single cable, that could be positioned
several hundred metres away. An early EBU specification in the 1970s laid down
the requirements for the number of monitor and talkback feeds required for the
commentator unit. Glensound Electronics provided the first system that the BBC
used in 1977, the MICR — Mobile International Control Room System — with a
link using large 7-pair quad cables.
A more flexible solution was introduced in 1984; Glensound developed a system
for the BBC to use at the Commonwealth Games in Edinburgh. It linked the base
station to the commentators’ unit using analogue audio over coaxial cable. This
method is the one still in wide use today.
As digital routers and mixers have arrived over the last ten years, noise floors
have been getting lower and lower. Analogue coax systems have a typical noise
floor of -60dB which is looking a little noisy by today’s standards. That said, most
commentary systems around the world are still connected using coaxial cable
because, apart from anything else, the systems are the most cost effective. But to
keep audio in line with the visual jumps of HD and 3D coax is giving way to digital
link technology, on coaxial and fibre optic cable.
As most broadcasters prefer the two unit commentary option, the first question
engineers ask is, ‘What is the maximum link distance?’
You can see that there is plenty of choice but by far the most widely used is
coaxial cable. The cable is relatively low cost and OB vehicles will have reels of
coax available as it is used for the cameras. The other advantage is that with coax
links you get a distance advantage as the commentary box could be up to 400500m away.
Using coaxial, multiwire or Cat5 cable for the link also provides power to the
remote commentary box. One of the great benefits of these links is the dual function
of audio and power on a single cable. A commentary position could be anywhere
on a site without the need to worry about a power source.
Cable Type
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Cost

Power

Audio Quality

Distance

ANALOGUE

• ULTRA EFFICIENT
for any kind of application like: sound recording
for TV, live music, documentary, fiction, cinema…
• ULTRA PORTABLE
2.1 kg including Li-Ion DV battery
• ULTRA FRIENDLY AND EASY
with buttons for direct mixer settings,
intuitive interface and a 3” colour LCD
• ON TOP OF IT ULTRA ATTRACTIVE PRICING!

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE:
www.4MinX.com

Practicality

Multi-Wire

Low

High

Yes

High

200m+

Analogue Coaxial

Medium

Medium

Yes

Low

500m

Digital Coaxial

High

Medium

Yes

High

400m

CAT 5

Low

Low

Yes

Medium

100m

Fibre Ethernet
(multiple systems)

Medium

High

No

High

2kms +

DIGITAL

What’s on a digital link? Up to 8 x 24-bit/48kHz audio channels in each
direction, power for the commentary box and control data.
The digital commentary link can transfer 8 channels of bi-directional audio,
giving commentators multiple monitor options and auxiliary local outputs, and
giving options of auxiliary inputs to send back to the OB truck or studio. A
single fibre can run for several kilometres and typically carry up to 48 individual
programme commentary feeds.
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AUDIO IN SPORT SUPPLEMENT
is interesting to note that commentary systems generally do not have a backup
— it is just expected to work. Maybe this is historic as commentary systems have
always been very reliable.
Two-part commentary systems generally benefit from technical electricity
supplies. If you have to power a standalone unit from within a stadium, this is
typically on the stadium’s ring mains, so any problem in the stadium will affect your
commentary unit. In a two-part system, the base station is in an OB truck outside
the stadium and these are normally using technical power, with backup generators.
Commentary audio systems have evolved and are no longer just a microphone
into an audio desk yet it remains the main audio ingredient in a sports broadcast.
3D broadcasts require a completely duplicated broadcast and that means separate
commentary because the pictures are different.
Modern digital commentary systems make the installation of an event more
straightforward and engineers have more control so they can manage the audio more
effectively. There is a flexibility of configuration to suit specific events and it all links
up and integrates with the other major functions in a sports broadcast. High definition
pictures, 3D broadcasts, and now digital commentary — modern commentary
systems have taken their place with the headline visual technologies. n

Commentary base stations are usually in the commentary control room (CCR)
or the international broadcast centre. These base stations can all link via a copper
Ethernet connection to a managed Ethernet switch in the CCR. This switch then
links to another managed Ethernet switch via fibre, using the appropriate single
mode or multimode SFP modules as required. The second Ethernet switch would be
in the commentary area. If this is a PoE switch, all of the commentators units can
connect to these switches via Cat5/6 copper Ethernet links. This will carry the audio
but will also carry the power for the commentary box
so long as they are within a 100m range of the switch.
It is now common to have digital audio desks and
digital routers as part of an OB vehicle and digital
commentary systems now have their own router and
mixer control allowing separate configuration of the
commentary audio.
There are many different types of sporting event
and all have different requirements for commentary
— digital systems allow configuration for each event.
The router in combination with DC loop control enables
seamless integration into the main talkback system,
giving a dedicated commentary unit that is linked with
the main talkback. Auxiliary audio outputs on the
commentary box can be configured as a separate mix of
the programme audio to connect to commentary booth
local speaker monitoring. Auxiliary audio inputs on the
commentary box can accept a commentator’s locally
recorded interview and this can be routed straight back to
the OB vehicle or the studio via the existing commentary
link. As a typical digital commentary system may have
16 outputs that are rarely always needed they can be
configured for other uses. Need some digital distribution
amps? Just copy the programme output across the spare
outputs and you have your distributed audio. Need some
A-D/D-A conversion? Configure the router as a straight
6 channels in 1RU
link across and your spare I/O is now handling your
digital conversion.
100 % made in the USA
A key feature of any two-box commentary system is
Ø compandors in the audio path
the ability of the engineer to remotely control the input
gain of the commentators and remove this ability from
35 - 20kHz audio frequency response
the commentators themselves. In new digital systems,
230 MHz bandwidth for huge tuning range
this control and more is made available on an internet
connected PC as the commentary control base stations
Wide variety of transmitter form factors available
have built in web servers.
24 channels in 4 rack spaces with Ø outboard splitters
Custom GUIs can be designed to meet specific project
requirements. For example, Deltare in Wimbledon has
off-tube commentary of up to 14 separate programmes
Whether you or your clients need a wireless mic system for broadcast,
at one time, with a single engineer mixing all the
theater, boardroom or government facility, Lectrosonics represents the
programmes. A simple GUI is configured to allow four
state of the art in sound quality, reliability, rack space efficiency and
separate programme feeds to be controllable on a single
value. Patented Digital Hybrid Wireless® ensures that your audio stays
screen. In this way, using four screens, the engineer could
control 14 matches at one time. Meanwhile, Mediaset in
crystal clear, enhancing intelligibility. Rugged, all-metal build means you
Italy uses multichannel international sound. A new GUI
can count on it for decades - even in tough environments. And a wide
controlling the digital router, allowing the integration and
range of frequency band choices with no gaps guarantees wherever
control of the additional channels, enables the engineer to
you are, there is a Lectrosonics system that will deliver great audio.
live mix his multichannel international sound.
As well as giving real-time monitoring and control,
Choose Lectrosonics and raise your wireless standards.
the connected PC controlling the commentary system
also acts as the engineer’s communication point,
enabling the engineers and commentators to talk and
use any of the talkbacks or monitoring inputs.
Many parts of the broadcast chain have redundancy:
spare cameras, backup power supply on the main
Visit www.lectrosonics.com
Made in the USA by a Bunch of Fanatics
mixer, spare DSP card on the router, etc. We have
established the importance of commentary audio yet it

Lectrosonics Venue
Wireless Mics by the Numbers.
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The talk of broadcast.
From local radio to large-scale live television productions, we provide powerful and
intuitive digital mixing solutions that help to create the memorable events in broadcasting.
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